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This proposal is a request for funding to continue the development of the BTRC dissemination web site for P41 Centers. Originally created in 2008 as a central location for dissemination of information between program managers and directors, the site has since grown into a larger, more collaborative place for researchers to share information. The SCI Institute proposes continuing the expansion of this central information repository from a simple search among Center related data and software to a more custom exploration interface that will have improved indexing and searching.

### 1 2008 BTRR Dissemination Wiki

The history of the first BTRR software dissemination wiki began in February 2008 when the Scientific Computing and Imaging (SCI) Institute began a collaboration with the NCRR program manager as well as a small group of Biomedical Technology Research Resources (BTRR) Center directors. The discussion identified the need to improve the dissemination of NCRR/BTRR resources and the potential benefits of creating a singular web presence for dissemination that would promote more in-depth collaboration by leveraging research and development between the existing and future P41 Centers. Broad community involvement required that the site be set up independently of the NIH/NCRR structure. The intent was that with each Center’s participation, the ability to leverage developments (i.e. data, code repositories, disseminated software solutions, etc) would increase and promote not only more collaboration in research, but with industry as well.

The SCI Institute spearheaded this project and within a few months, the site shown in Figure 3.1(a) was complete. As per the original requirements, a Wiki framework was used because it was the least complicated and most widely used collaborative solution at the time. SCI Institute web developers created the structure, gathered and populated profile pages for each P41 Center, provided documentation for involvement, and instructions for adding resources to the directory. At this point communication was sent to each P41 Center director inviting them to participate. Though initial interest and involvement was sparse across the 50 Centers, those that did participate indicated that a system such as this could be beneficial to the centers.

### 2 2010 BTRC Dissemination Site

SCI Institute developers revisited the project in September, 2010 and identified technologies that would benefit the Center’s page. At this point it was decided that re-implementing the wiki using Google sites would simplify the adding and editing of content, foregoing the previous need for users to learn basic wiki markup. This approach was more widely received and the directory of software and data resources grew significantly with involvement from additional Centers. A screen capture of this site can be seen in Figure 3.1(b). With the reorganization of NIH, the site was modified to reflect the removal of NCRR and its Center’s transition to NIGMS and NIBIB. This forced a third redesign and restructure of the BTRC Software Dissemination site (shown in Figure 3.2). It resides in this state with steady participation and an ever growing resource directory with 62 distributed software packages and 21 datasets currently being made available. You can visit the site at: nihbtrc.org

### 3 Future BTRC Dissemination Site

We are seeking assistance in developing and deploying a custom web interface for the NIGMS/BTRC community which would act as an exploration engine for all of the Centers’ content. Resources and expertise would be tagged through an interactive ontology and provide the ability to visualize the relationships between these resources. Similar work is already in development between the SCI Institute and the University of Utah’s Technology Commercialization Office. Here, a searchable web-based interface was created for intellectual property generated from university patents. We have designed this system to scale to meet the needs of not only the NIGMS/BTRC institutions, but also other federal agencies that are providing data and software tools for research. We plan to leverage this design to promote further collaboration and provide the necessary transparency of research. This will foster growth in the scientific community and spur collaboration with industry partners.
Figure 3.1: Screen captures of the (a) 2008 BTRR dissemination wiki and (b) 2010 BTRC dissemination site.

Figure 3.2: The current NIGMS/BTRC Software Dissemination site
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